TRESTLE

A PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE CONNECTING MOYNIHAN
STATION AND THE NEW HUDSON YARDS
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Design Statement
Prior to the construction of the High Line railroad in 1934, the area surrounding Hudson
Yards was colloquially known as “Death Avenue”, due to the innumerable collisions that
occurred between pedestrian traffic, carts, cars, and a street-level freight train rightof-way. The subsequent construction, abandonment, and renewal of the High Line
illustrates a unique, yet not uncommon story of the birth, loss, and renewal of New York’s
urban fabric.
While the moniker of “Death Avenue” may be largely forgotten, but the idea remains
imprinted on the typical pedestrian experience of traversing east-west across the area
surrounding Hudson Yards. This experience remains mundane, confusing, stressful at
best, and dangerous at worst.
TRESTLE seeks to go beyond the simple edict and function of a pedestrian bridge,
31ST STREET:
NARROW AND
ENCLOSED

in order to re-engage pedestrian users while expanding the range of potential public
uses that may not be afforded at street level. Acknowledging the sense of compression
inherent to the experience of rail travel and station navigation, the proposal initially
assumes a regularized and restrained organization at 8th Avenue. As it traverses west,
it begins to opportunistically expand over areas as a secondary plane which provides
areas of reprieve, pause, and recreation to daily commuters and the greater community.
As a nod to the neighborhood’s past character, the articulation and distribution of
programmatic elements is left intentionally informal, allowing for improvisation and
flexibility in use. Program is distributed as a series of curated, discrete moments that
occur within the greater structural framework. In parallel, this framework sets up a series
of unique perspectives of the surrounding urban landscape that allow for a multitude of
different narratives to be interpreted by users.
At the corner of West 31st and 9th avenue, the structural framework begins to expand
and intersect with an adjacent commercial office building, as it prepares to curve south
and west onto 30th Street. This intersection spurs more programmatic and development
opportunities as it begins to engage with adjacent properties and increase connectivity
between Hudson Yards, Moynihan Station, and neighboring developments.

Upon

spanning 9th Avenue, the platform capitalizes on an otherwise barren parcel of 30th
Street, and begins to widen to accommodate more robust recreational programming, as
well as offering shelter for users of an existing bus pick-up / drop-off zone, below.

30TH STREET:
OPEN AND PROGRAMMED

This approach utilizes a steel space frame as its structural typology, for its flexibility in
responding to surrounding local context and programming, while still retaining a unified
formal language across its length. The frame’s rhythmic modulation, in turn begins to
informs the articulation of programmatic elements.
Together, these components support a rich pedestrian experience,; capitalizing on the
development of the neighborhood and building stronger connections between Moynihan
Station and Hudson Yards and within the greater community itself.
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21 Penn Plaza Sweep

9TH AVENUE

DETAIL PLAN

21 Penn Plaza was purchased in 2014 by TIAA-CREF with the intention of capitalizing on the rapid commercial growth anticipated to occur after the completion of
Hudson Yards, Moynihan Station, 7 line extension, and other developments in the area. The reorientation of existing commercial spaces in the area towards Hudson
Yards offers an opportunity to begin to build new connections between developments by sweeping the trestle through this existing development. This ‘sweep’ makes
for a more fluid pedestrian experience between 31st and 30th Street, while offering expanded programmatic opportunities within the resulting space during temperate
seasons, such as pop-up shops and food vending. The cut also limits the impingement of the bridge by decreasing shadow coverage over the intersection.

31ST STREET

DETAIL SECTION
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Bus Depot

Capacity

12’-0”
Brooklyn Bridge:
10,000 average weekday pedestrian
users (per August 2016 study by NYC
DOT) / 12’-0” at narrowest point.

18’-0”
Interpolated capacity of 12,000 - 15,000
potential daily pedestrian users, based
on 18’-0” average width.
A parcel of land on the north side of 30th street is presently utilized as an informal
passenger bus pick-up and drop-off area, capitalizing on its adjacency to Lincoln Tunnel.
This area is plagued by poor pedestrian access and separation from the adjacent Lincoln
Tunnel access and discharge routes. At this area, the trestle expands to provide shelter
for waiting bus passengers, along with additional traffic calming and safety measures.

TRESTLE
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Structural Statement
The bridge structure is a 1700-foot long space frame spanning 60-foot above the
ground between Moynihan Station and Hudson Yards. The programmed platform is
constituted by a 3D Vierendeel truss supported off inclined steel columns, that have
been strategically placed in order to minimize their impact at the street level, while
guaranteeing an optimal structural behaviour.

STRUCTURAL TAKE-OFF
- 2321-member space frame
- 1433 Ø14 steel pipe members
- 138 Ø16 steel pipe members
- 750 Ø 12 steel pipe members
- 1030 custom joints
- 1490 tons of steel

MATERIALS AND GEOMETRY
The basic design concept is to create a system which is complex in shape, but simple in
structure in order for it to be lightweight, logic, but also ecomomically and manufacturing
efficient. The space frame is made of standard 50 ksi steel pipes connected together by
custom casted joints, thus creating a structural scheme that works as a single element.
Different pipes diameter, 12 to 14 inches, and wall thickness, 1/4 to 1/2 inch, have been
combined in order to optimize material usage and structural efficiency, while defining
a consistent visual appearance. In this light, the custom joint has been envisioned as
a tapered solid component that enables to adequately transfer the loads as well as to
visually make up for changes in section. Ultimately, the primary structure is coated with
a smooth white fire proofing finish to comply with the New York City Building Code.
LOAD PATH
The 3D Vierendeel truss allows for an efficient redistribution of the vertical as well as
the lateral load and controls deflections, movements and vibrations; this rigid, yet light,
platform system is suspended off the street level by the variously-inclined columns,
carefully studied to laterally brace the bridge and make it stable, but also not to create
any major obstruction at the street level. The choice of this type of framing systems
carries the need to transfer moment through the nodes, therefore the +1000 custom
joints present in the project have been designed as rigid custom element, whose

Load Pattern

geometry and configuration enable the flexural stress peaks to be taken off the pipes.

Vegetation

As a result, this scheme allows for a light and flexible structure, particularly suitable for

Walking path

a walkable bridge where the diagonals of a typical truss scheme would have created
a huge impediment.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSES RESULTS
The structure has been designed for loads (live, wind, snow, and earthquake) according
to the New York City Building Code and analyses have been performed with the
structural software SAP2000. The sizing of the members has been based on strength
requirements as well as appropriate deflection limits (L/240 for primary members,
where L = member length), and local instability checks have been performed for all
the elements.
Ultimately, regarding the foundation design, a compatibility check of the structural
scheme with the modulus of subgrade reaction values suggested in geotechnical
reports on buildings in the immediate vicinity has been performed.

Demand capacity ratio
0

1
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Sustainability

STORM WATER

Urban Microclimate
FUTURESCAPE

(continued)
The sustainability strategy is based on creating a unique microclimate for TRESTLE

longer invested in the construction, but are tem-

within its dense urban context in the City of New York, based on the modulation of

porarily stored in the structure, thus creating a

environmental forces and urban ecologies. The strategy is defined by the following

zero waste cycle that has a future economic

five initiatives.

value to create carbon-positive developments.

GREENERY

The structure is made up of elements that can
LANDSCAPE — TRESTLE will be a place where people can experience the subtle

be easily disassembled and repurposed. The

changes in light, water, air, and life to become more in touch with the inherent comforts

fact that the materials and products are sep-

of a non-urban landscape, while being in one of the busiest neighborhoods of the

arable is focal in terms of the flexibility of the

City. Vegetation has been abundantly nested along the 1700-foot long path, shaping

design, the low maintenance needed and the

a responsive urban amenity where biodiversity is fostered, sustainability awareness is

reusage of the elements. This is also reducing

cultivated and moments of unexpected excitements are framed.

the construction-stage impacts.

DAYLIGHT AVAILABILITY
REUSE
Building for disassembly
REDUCE
Minimize embodied energy

SOUNDSCAPE — At approximately two to three stories above the street, an average
reduction of 6 decibels is to be expected. However, by means of fabric screening

RECYCLE
Building for zero waste

elements and the acoustic benefits of dense vegetation, sound attenuation up to 10
decibels will be achieved on the TRESTLE. This sound buffer is crucial in shaping the

BRIDGE LEVEL

environment of the path as a moment of relaxation from the hassle of the city, a quiet
commuting option for New Yorkers, and an unexpected pause for world travelers.
LIGHTSCAPE — Its 30 foot height above street level gives TRESTLE better access
to natural light, with a 20% increase in daylighting availability. This provides a well-lit

LANDSCAPE
35,000 sf planted area
Natural dynamic shading

environment where users can experience the course of the days and the seasons.

LIGHTSCAPE
+ 20% Daylight availability
Direct radiation minimization

storm
water

This height, along with sensitive interventions such as the 21 Penn Plaza sweep and
a perforation of translucent apertures throughout the structure, reduce shadowing im-

STREET LEVEL

natural
light

pacts on the streetscape below. For optimal user comfort, the structure itself and the
permeable screens provided along the path create a diffused light environment where
direct radiation is avoided as much as possible, while light and views are abundant and
available. As seasons flow the vegetation grows and shrinks – this naturally dynamic
behavior has been fostered and implemented in the daylighting strategy. In Winter,

wind

the plants enable optimal daylight harvesting, while in Summer leaves and branches
create moments of refreshment in the urban heat island.

secondary cycle, serving the water needs of the vegetation throughout the year. The
3 million gallons of water harvested covers 115% of the actual demand, meaning that
the storm sewer runoff is reduced by more than 80%. In order to balance the non-constant water supply, the stormwater is not directly used within the irrigation cycle, but
is streamed into a storage tank feeding a sensor-controlled plant-watering system,
optimizing the vegetation well-being and growth.

SOUNDSCAPE
Noise buffering
- 6 ÷ 10 dB

water
tank

FUTURESCAPE — Thinking about the long term, the design of TRESTLE is based on
the thesis that all resources needed to construct must be fully reusable or recyclable.
In order to guarantee this measure, all materials and products shall be separable from
each other, with no permanent connection between each other, and the purity of the

WATERSCAPE
+ 3,000,000 gals water harvesting
- 80% to storm sewer runoff

resources implemented shall be preserved. Based on this strategy, resources are no

TRESTLE

URBAN MICROCLIMATE STRATEGY

WATERSCAPE — Along the bridge, stormwater is collected, filtered and used in the
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Hybrid Additive Cast Steel Nodes

Topology optimized custom joints cast using robotically
3D printed sand molds
The economical fabrication of performative, architecturally consistent node elements
for exposed, unclad space-frame structures with complex and variable geometry
presents a significant challenge. Conventional node construction with mitered and
welded connections becomes unmanageable, while solutions using semi-standardized
spherical node elements offer a particular and inflexible design expression.

SAND RECYCLING

Metal 3D printing technologies offer an appealing potential for this application, but
remain impractical at architectural scales due to high costs, slow fabrication speeds,
and the need for quality and performance testing due to a short history of use.
The mass customization advantages of 3D printing can alternatively be implemented
through an innovative hybrid process whereby custom 3D-printed sand molds are used
for casting metal components. While each mold can be unique, the sand is re-used
after casting to print the next mold, avoiding the waste of typical single-use molds.
Using a sand-printing end effector mounted to a robot arm, the process is not limited by
typical 3D printing chamber sizes. The steel casting process is time-proven, avoiding
uncertainties and potential testing costs and complications associated with 3D printed
metal components. Thus the hybrid process achieves the desired outcomes at reduced
cost and fabrication time.

1

ROBOTIC 3D PRINTING OF SAND
MOLD

2

TRADITIONAL CASTING USING CURED
3D PRINTED SAND MOLD

3

REMOVAL OF JOINT FROM SAND MOLD

4

CUTAWAY OF JOINT WITH TOPOLOGY
OPTIMIZED INTERNAL CELLULAR
STRUCTURE

5

JOINT ASSEMBLY

6

FINISHED JOINT

The fabrication process enables a unique internal cellular joint structure that is topology
optimized with a differentiated porosity adapted to the unique stress state of each
joint element. The outer shell of the proposed joint is a fluidly tapered continuation of
the frame elements that expresses their hierarchical relationship and maintains clean,
simple lines to minimize the structure’s visual impact. An alternative materialization
might expose the cellular lattice as the joint’s outer finish, without a shell casing –
thereby emphasizing the unique joint tectonic and production process as architectural
expression.
1030 SPACE-FRAME NODES:
60% UNIQUE + 40% REPEATED JOINT ELEMENTS
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Detailing

An Alphabet of Modular Components
Following the complex in shape, simple is structure concept applied for the structure,
the components of The Trestle have been organically developed in order to create a
clear and logic alphabet that allows human and natural activities to bloom onto the
path.
PRIMARY STRUCTURE AND MODULAR COMPONENTS
Weaving the structural grid together with the programming of The Trestle, is an al-

6

phabet of modular components developed for this project in order to host the various
activities envisioned. A key element is the steel fin-shape fitting raising from the primary
beams to connect the programmed surfaces and transfer the loads to the supporting
structure.
3

WALKABLE SURFACES AND WATER HARVESTING
The walkable surface are made of high-performance precast concrete modular planks
supported off steel channels spanning between the primary grid. The high-performance
precast concrete has been chosen to provide a clean and textured, yet durable and

4

easy to maintain, surface for the path. Furthermore the support channels also act as
a water harvesting system, by collecting the rain falling on the walkable surface and

5

draining the stream to the storage tank where water will be managed to serve the vege-

12

7

tation demand throughout the year.
INTENSIVE AND EXTENSIVE GREENERY
A fundamental characteristic of The Trestle is the abundant vegetation that shapes a
site specific urban-microclimate. Accessible, extensive, and protected, intensive, greenery have been envisioned all along the path and their layering has been developed in

1

order to integrate these inserts with the primary structure. Indeed, the green area nested within structural layers - a cable net for intensive areas and a steel monocoque for
the extensive ones – hanged off the primary structure and supporting a set of culture

2

10

layers tailored to the vegetal species hosted.
VERTICAL SCREENS
In order to shape an optimal daylighting behavior, vertical screens made of a stainless

9

steel cable net have been strategically placed along the path to filter and modulate

8

the direct sunlight as well as to support the growth of vegetation acting as a dynamic
shading device throughout the seasons.
GLAZED GUARDRAILS
The guardrails along the path are fully glazed are fully glazed with aim to minimizing as
much as possible visual obstructions within the programmed spaces as well as towards
the vibrant context. The laminated glass is supported by a custom clamping component
which is ultimately connected to the modular fitting of the primary structure.

1.

Steel primary structure with smooth white fire-proof coating

7.

Glazed guardrail with base stainless steel supporting clamp and toe barrier

2.

Steel custom casted joint with smooth white fire-proof coating

8.

Stainless steel cable net for extensive greenery support

3.

Central steel fin-shaped fitting for secondary components support

9.

Waterproof and breathable fabric for vegetation farming

4.

High-performance precast concrete planking

10. Non-woven fabric, drainage mat and soil for the vegetation

5.

Steel channel for planking support and water harvesting

11. Stainless steel mesh for screening and vegetation support

6.

Integrated piping for water drainage

12. Stainless steel channel with integrated lighting
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